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Abstract
Adhesive bond-line read-through is the terminology used in the automotive industry that describes a
visible distortion of an adherent over the adhesive bond-line. Usually, this is a result of the difference
in the coefficients of thermal expansion of the substrates and the adhesive. First of all, previous work
is presented, as well as some information about the terms that are used throughout the project. A
linear thermal simulation is carried out in order to analyse the bond-line read-through curvature
defects produced by the adhesive properties in a typical bonding from the automotive industry. The
analysed models belong to a carbon fibre and epoxy composite material plate bonded with a metal
plate that can be made of steel, aluminium and magnesium. The use of carbon fibre composites is
one of the main focuses in the automotive industry due to the decrease of environmental and
therefore economic impact. The adhesives used for the analysis are liquid or paste adhesive and
adhesive tapes from the 3M™ VHB™ series. Several equations are obtained from the results, which
can be used to calculate the curvature produced by a specific adhesive for these combinations. The
use of these equations is limited to certain material properties and thicknesses that are presented
through the work. The outcome of this project provides an opportunity to make the adhesive
selection easier, based on the maximum required substrate curvature.
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1. Introduction
For the last twenty years, lightweight metals such as aluminium and magnesium have substituted
steel parts in the automotive industry (Cole & Sherman 1995). However, with the introduction of
new materials such as Fibre Reinforced Plastic (FRP), a new world of possibilities is opened for
discussion.
FRPs have very good mechanical properties in the direction of the fibres and low density, which
makes them suitable for the automotive industry. Nowadays the use of FRP in the mentioned
industry is little, usually only applied in limited-production high-performance and sport-luxury
vehicles, but an increase is expected in the next years. This even helps to achieve the possibility of
using FRPs for mass-produced lower class automobiles (Asensi 2015). The most important property
of these materials is that they reduce the weight without compromising mechanical response of the
parts.
Lightweight design and therefore reduction of fuel consumption is a very important factor for a
proper sustainable product development. Material reduction is also another factor which makes the
difference economically and ecologically spoken.

1.1 Background
FRPs are used in the aerospace and transportation industries since they help to increase fuel
efficiency due to their low density (Ning et al. 2007). FRPs are composite materials that are usually
based on a matrix and fibre reinforcement. These fibres can be continuously placed alongside the
composite or can be cut into smaller parts and randomly placed in all the directions. The fibres are
usually very small in diameter and long in the case of continuous fibres. Carbon fibres, for example,
have a diameter that varies from 7 µm to 11 µm (Åström 1997). Since the fibres are difficult to
handle due to their small cross-section size, they are usually aligned together into tows that contain
several thousands of fibres (Tahir 2014). The matrix works as a binder and holds the fibres in place
and in a certain given shape. The matrix polymer can be thermoplastic or thermoset.
Investigations which have been carried out in recent years propose the introduction of thermoplastic
composites, replacing the thermosets that are already in use. However, thermoset polymers are
more commonly used because the manufacturing processes are already established. Meanwhile, the
thermoplastic manufacturing is still being studied (Ning et al. 2007) and they are not used as much as
thermosets (Tahir 2014). Also, thermoset matrix composites (such as epoxy) are used when
shrinkage is an issue (Newel 2009) and they provide higher stiffness than the thermoplastics as well
as a good surface finish (Mathijsen 2015). Thermosets are also interesting to use since their
manufacturing temperature is considerably lower than the temperatures that thermoplastics
require, which derives into lower energy consumption and therefore costs. Thermoset materials are
mainly used in the exterior of the vehicles.
FRPs are commonly used in lightweight design due to their excellent strength-to-weight ratio, fatigue
resistance and stiffness (Newel 2009). Among all the possibilities of using FRPs in the automotive
industry, Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymers (CFRPs) are the most promising ones (Uusitalo 2013).
Luxury-class vehicles like Lamborghini Murcièlago have already been constructed using carbon and
epoxy composites for the entire body in a semi-automated manufacturing process. The reduction of
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weight in this model by Lamborghini was about 40 percent in comparison with the previous allaluminium Diablo model (Feraboli & Masini 2004). The Tesla Roadster Sport is another example of
luxury vehicles that have carbon and epoxy body panels (Stewart 2009). Both vehicles were
constructed using unidirectional CFRPs. Unidirectional composites have a very high strength in the
direction of the fibres but are considerably weaker in other directions. Feraboli and Masini (2004)
mentioned that the use of a less performing fabric (unidirectional composites compared to nonunidirectional composites) is justified because of the complex shape modelling.
BMW i3 was the first mass-produced automobile that used CFRP components (Herron 2013). The i3
model was constructed in two modules instead of the typical unique combined module that most car
builders use. One of the modules, the Drive module, was constructed in aluminium and corresponds
to the chassis of the vehicle. The other module, named Life module, corresponds to the passenger
cabin and was constructed in all-CFRP components. High-speed impact tests determined that the
CFRP panels of the Life module barely deformed so that in a crash, this module is safe for the
passengers. Herron (2013) states that the large-scale use of aluminium and carbon fibre is quite
uncommon in mass-produced vehicles.
In order to be able to create a CFRP mass-produced vehicle, BMW developed new manufacturing
techniques throughout more than ten years in order to reduce costs, since the main limitation to
using CFRP in the automotive industry is the manufacturing cost and time. The CFRP manufacturing
plant which BMW opened in Moses Lake Washington produced about ten per cent of the global CFRP
production by July 2013. Peterson (2013) says that, due to their automated process and the location
of their plant, which allows using hydraulic energy in the whole plant, it is possible to build massproduced high-quality CFRP body components cost-efficiently. BMW reduced fifty percent of cycle
time and thirty to forty per cent of production costs by developing the new manufacturing
techniques and revolutionary design of the vehicle.
It is interesting that, although carbon fibre reinforced plastics are not defined as recyclable, BMW
developed a method in order to be able to separate the resin from the carbon fibres without
damage. This makes it possible to manufacture new components with recycled carbon fibres (Herron
2013).
Usually, these high-performance or luxury vehicles have bodies and panels that are fully constructed
with CFRPs. These body panels need to be assembled to structural components that are made of
steel. Usually, this kind of assembly is achieved using adhesive bonding. For the BMW i3, however, a
new joining technology was developed. Böllhoff and DELO joined a threaded bolt with a plastic base
to the CFRP plates by a light-curing adhesive to create the ONSERT bonded bolt technology (Plastics
2014). This bonding technology can be seen in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: ONSERT bonding technology. Source: Böllhoff
The most important factor about ONSERT is its efficient processing. Only four seconds are needed to
cure the adhesive and it is possible to automate the process, as BMW did with the i3 and i8 models.
In order to join the CFRP part to a metallic part, it just needs to be drilled and joined by a nut to the
bolt of the ONSERT. The assembly of different parts, independently from the used method, has to
fulfil the aesthetic requirements for Class-A Surfaces.
Class-A surfacing describes surfaces of high quality in the automotive sector design engineering.
These surfaces must have a continuum curvature and tangency alignment as well as a smooth
looking reflectiveness with no distortion of light. These kinds of surfaces are the ones that the client
can see and are applied to both interior and exterior of the vehicle. They are usually subjectively
designed and analysed. Most of the commonly used design software have continuity and curvature
analysis tools, which can be used to check the surface continuity and tangency alignment.
Andersson (2009) states that the decision of good or bad quality of a certain surface deflection after
being manufactured is based on subjective evaluation. The human eye is very sensitive to shape
discontinuities and especially curvature changes so that curvature variations are the easiest defects
to evaluate. Any other disturbances in the curvature can also be found by visual inspection. Volvo
Cars Corporation (VCC) makes visual inspections for defects on body panels. The inspector uses a 1to-10 scale to evaluate these surfaces. A grade is assigned to each part and, if the grade is above 7,
the part is accepted as good. If the grade is below 7, some adjustments have to be done. This
inspection is made because of the spring back effect. Spring back effect in metal forming happens
when the metal sheet is punched and, due to residual stresses, the shape changes and dimensions
are affected. Door panels and the area of the fuel filler lid were analysed in this investigation.
According to Andersson (2009), after some measurements, it has been stated that a defect ranked
as 1, severe defect, in the VCC assessment scale had a depth of approximately 40 µm while a defect
ranked as 9 had a depth of approximately 10 µm.
Class-A surfaces can also be affected by the bond-line read-through (BLRT), which is a distortion on
adhered parts which has no impact on the mechanical response and structural performance of
automotive panels, but lowers the quality perception of a vehicle. Usually, BLRT happens due to the
elevated temperature cure of an adhesive and the difference in the Coefficients of Thermal
Expansion (CTE) of the substrates (Fernholz et al. 2008).
The Automotive Composites Consortium Joining Working Group (ACCJWG) developed a tool for
quantifying the visual severity of the distortion and how to minimise distortion without increasing
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the thickness of the substrates (Fernholz et al. 2008). ACCJWG in collaboration with Visuol
Technologies and EOS Technologies developed a measurement system which was able to provide an
objective measurement of the distortion. The companies obtained a map of the local curvature at
each point of the surface. They concluded that BLRT is more visible to the human eye after painting.
Fuchs et al. and Fuchs (2010) analysed cool-down situations, starting in the adhesive cure
temperature and decreasing to room temperature. The second analysis by H. Fuchs et al. from the
Multimatic Engineering Services Group included bonding by large and small adhesive drops and
adhesive bead, where the adhesive is applied on a line.
Fuchs et al. carried out an analysis developing a model of certain characteristics based on previous
investigations. For the overall structure response, a coarse mesh was used. Then, a finer mesh was
used locally to see the local BLRT responses. Standard C3D8 fully integrated linear brick elements
were used with a mesh size of 0.5x0.5x0.5 mm for the fine mesh and 6.0x6.0x1.25 mm for the coarse
one.
After running the analysis, curvature was calculated in various previously selected rows of nodes.
Displacements in z were measured for each node and then slope and curvature were graphed (See
Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2: FEA results and post-processing. Source: (Fuchs et al. 2011)
The results show that the area where the adhesive bead is applied suffers thermal distortion due to
the longitudinal contraction of the epoxy adhesive. The areas where the drops are applied show local
bending deformations. Results on the adhesive bead show that, due to the shrinkage of the adhesive,
a negative peak appears in the centre of the bead. Right on the adhesive boundary, a positive peak
appears. This can be seen in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: Displacement, slope and curvature of the surface in the bead area for urethane and epoxy.
Source: (Fuchs et al. 2011)
Results show that the epoxy adhesive is more likely to produce BLRT defects rather than the
urethane adhesive. From the general overview of the results, it can be concluded that the small
urethane adhesive drops create the smallest BLRT defects.
Results from Basu & Kia (2008) state that the most favourable characteristics to reduce BLRT defects
are:


Low modulus of the adhesive



Low cure temperature of the adhesive



Low shrinkage adhesive



High stiffness of the exterior panel



Low stiffness of the substrate in the regions around the bond-line.

For the Lamborghini Murcièlago, the hybrid adhesive bonding was analysed by single lap shear
testing (Feraboli & Masini 2004). Epoxy adhesives were used for load carrying members and areas
where a perfect joint stability was needed due to aesthetic requirements since they offer the stiffest
bond. Polyurethane (PU) paste adhesive was used when elasticity was required, for example, when
vibration damping and shock absorption were necessary. Methacrylate (MA) paste adhesive offers
characteristics between epoxy and PU paste. These three adhesives were used for composite-tocomposite bonding. When it came to composite-to-steel bonding, MA adhesives were tested, since
they offered average characteristics. The carbon fibre, as previously stated, was pre-impregnated
with epoxy resin. The bond-line thickness of the carbon fibre composite was of one, two and three
millimetres. First, the composite was polished with methyl-ethyl ketone (MEK) and the steel, which
was superficially treated by Electrophoresis coating (EPC), was wiped with isopropanol alcohol (IPA).
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Since MA is a paste adhesive, and with the help of a spacing music wire, constant bond thickness can
be achieved.
After a visual inspection of the specimens, it was observed that the main failure happened because
of EPC coating delaminated. It was also concluded that the bond-line thickness had a dramatic effect
on the joint strength and that thicker adherents performed better than the thinner ones. For the
CFRP, one or two millimetres bond-line thickness specimens that were subjected to a post-curing
process obtained the best results.
The average thickness of the produced carbon and epoxy parts was 1.4 millimetres. Optimum bondline thickness was two millimetres, allowing a tolerance of one millimetre above or below. Feraboli
and Masini (2004) concluded that the thinner the adhesive layer the better the mechanical response.
However, below a certain thickness, structural stability was not ensured. The tested polishing and
treatments were recommended for this type of bonding and, because of the spreadability of the MA
paste, no sealants were required for the bonding. For the bonding process, the components must be
firmly tightened for about 30 minutes and kept in place for the curing time at room temperature.
From the analysis by Feraboli and Masini (2004), it can be concluded that the thicknesses of
adherents and adhesive are the most important factors. The most interesting combination is thick
adherents and thin adhesive layers for the best mechanical response. Properly treated materials can
be bonded using MA paste adhesives and due to its spreadability, no sealants are required and a
constant bond thickness is achieved, which is very important for automotive applications. Also,
Andersson (2009) provides information about how surface defects are measured in automotive
companies. However, the lack of numerical values for this defect leads to the interest of further
investigation on admissible and not admissible shape defects.

1.2 Problem statement
Once the relevancy of the lightweight design in worldwide transportation is explained and previous
works and their conclusions are found from the literature review, a problem can be stated.

1.2.1 Problem description
A vehicle has a certain range of temperature at which it should be able to operate. Operating
temperature varies from -30 ⁰C to 80 ⁰C. Since materials have different CTE, the bonded parts may
expand or shrink when the temperature changes. If the adhesive that bonds the two parts is very
stiff, stresses may appear in the plates, deforming the bonded parts. As previously presented, the
distortion due to the difference in the CTE in the adherents is called adhesive bond-line readthrough. When BLRT defects appear in the automotive industry, the solution is to increase the
thickness of the substrates (Fernholz et al. 2008). This solution adds weight only for appearance
since, as previously stated, BLRT does not affect the structural performance. Bond-line read-through
defects could be lowered not only by adding thickness to the substrates but also by choosing a
different adhesive.

1.2.2 Aim of the project
The aim of the project is to analyse the effect of the stiffness of the adhesive on the curvature of the
bonded CFRP and metal plates for the automotive industry. The expected outcome includes the
possibility of calculating the curvature that a specific adhesive might produce. On contrary, it is
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expected to give the possibility to choose an adhesive based on a maximum desired curvature of the
substrates.

1.2.3 Limitations
The focus of this project is not on the adhesiveness of the adhesive itself, but to find the suitable
values of the mentioned properties expected for these in order to bond the two materials, while the
distortion of the assembly due to temperature changes is small enough to be admissible.
The analysis is not focused on any part of the Body-in-White (BIW) components (which correspond to
the main structure and body panels of the vehicle) and is performed in a general way, analysing the
bonding of a CFRP to metal assembly in a free-body state.
Since the analysis is performed in a free-body state, it is expected that the shape distortion in the
analysed model, presented in Chapter 2.2, might be bigger than in a real application of a BIW
component since the boundary conditions will affect, presumably decreasing the shape distortion.
Figure 1.4 a shows two thin film parts overlapped and bonded together. The hatched part shows the
bonding, where the two materials are joined. The model to be analysed corresponds to a part of this
bonding, shown two dimensional in Figure 1.4 b.
a)

b)

CFRP

Figure 1.4: a) Bonding of two parts and b) Model to be analysed
Three geometrical parameters are defined for the model, which correspond to the thicknesses of the
three materials (CFRP, adhesive and metal). Curvature radii are not defined and a flat part is analysed
since it presumably is the worst case scenario. The materials used for the analysis are carbon fibre
and epoxy composite and three metals: steel and aluminium and magnesium alloys.

1.3 Overview
The following Chapter 2 presents the methodology to be followed to make a complete analysis of the
bonding and includes the model and analysis procedure. The results pf the analysis are shown in
Chapter 3, where several graphs are drawn. These graphs show the curvature change depending on
the stiffness of the adhesive and include tendency line equations that can be used to calculate the
curvature for each case. The results are discussed in Chapter 4. Then the conclusions are presented in
Chapter 5, as well as the contribution to the technology, society and environment. Finally, Chapter 6
provides information for possible further work that can be done in order to complete the project.
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2. Method
For this analysis, Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is used with the Student version of the commercial
software Abaqus/CAE 6.13 developed by Dassault Systèmes. FEA is a technique that finds solutions
to different problems by dividing large problems into smaller and simpler parts called finite elements.
After some numerical calculus, it is possible to get an approximate result to the problem. FEA is used
to analyse structures or components that are subjected to different types of loads. In this case, a
thermal load is applied to the model which has to be analysed. With a thermostatic simulation, it is
possible to estimate the curvature that the model suffers because of the applied temperature
change. The objective of using FEA for this analysis is to simulate the same model as many times as
required by changing the properties of the adhesive in order to get different data which then is
processed.

2.1 Basics of the analysis
A simplified version of the thermal analysis that needs to be done is presented in this chapter.
Figure 2.1 shows a two-dimensional view of two isotropic parts bonded together by an adhesive.
Each part is made out of different material and therefore has different properties. The figure shows a
stress-free state since no thermal load is applied, which means T=T0. The curvature  , which is
defined by   1  , where  is the curvature radius, is considered zero in this case.

ΔT=0

Figure 2.1: 2D model of a stress-free state in the bonding of two parts
Figure 2.2, however, shows a state where stresses appear due to a certain applied thermal load. In
this case, a change in the temperature happened so that ΔT≠0. Due to the difference in the thermal
and mechanical properties of the materials, stresses appear and a curvature produced by the
stresses can be spotted, which means that  is no longer zero. This effect happens when different
materials that are bonded expand or shrink due to temperature changes.
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ΔT≠0

Figure 2.2: The curved state once thermal loads are applied
Based on this simple explanation, a three-dimensional model is developed and then analysed. The
analysis is isothermal and linear. According to Fuchs et al. (2011), linear analysis over-predicts BLRT
curvature. In the case of the epoxy adhesive, the predicted curvature is four to five times greater
than the measured curvature.

2.2 Materials
As previously stated, the carbon fibre and epoxy composite is bonded to three different materials
that are nowadays most commonly used in the automotive industry. The three metallic materials to
be bonded are magnesium and aluminium alloys and steel. In the following subchapters, these
materials and their properties are discussed.

2.2.1 Carbon fibre and epoxy composite
The selected Fibre Reinforced Plastic is constructed by carbon fibres in a woven and a thermoset
polymer matrix, which is epoxy. Since a thermosetting polymer is used, it is important to underline
some properties and factors that can affect the bonding.
Thermoset polymers have a low viscosity in the under cured state. This makes them cheaper to
manufacture comparing to thermoplastics. Once a thermoset is cured, it cannot be melted again,
which makes curing an irreversible process. Also, this effect makes them difficult to recycle. Curing of
epoxy might require temperatures as high as 150 ⁰C and even reach glass transition temperature (Tg).
Glass transition temperature is the temperature range where a thermoset changes its state from
rigid to non-rigid (Epoxy Technology Inc. 2012).
Zhou and Lucas (1999) determined, by experimental data, that the glass transition temperature for
the 934 epoxy, which is used to construct CFRP in a dry environment, is 218 ⁰C. Since the maximum
service temperature of vehicles is 80 ⁰C, the glass transition temperature will not be reached and
therefore can be disregarded. This provides structural safety since the epoxy does not lose its
strength at service temperatures.
Although previously presented car builders use unidirectional FRPs due to the difficult shape
manufacturing, it is assumed to be a quasi-orthotropic material. This means that the properties in the
longitudinal and transversal directions are similar but the through-thickness direction is considerably
weaker. This assumption is made in order to simplify the analysis.
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The properties of the carbon fibre-epoxy composite material can be seen in Table 2.1 (Darewonko &
Gieleta 2012; Ahmed et al. 2012). These properties do not show an entirely orthotropic material, but
a quasi-orthotropic one. This might result in a non-perfect symmetry in the stress field.
Table 2.1: Properties of the CFRP
Property

Carbon fibre-epoxy

E1 [GPa]

58.093

E2 [GPa]

58.093

E3 [GPa]

9.759

ν12

0.0154

ν23

0.5356

ν31

0.1575

G12 [GPa]

3.545

G23 [GPa]

2.564

G31 [GPa]

2.564

α1 [10-6/⁰C]

4.02

α2 [10-6/⁰C]

3.22

α3 [10-6/⁰C]

56.5

2.2.2 Steel
Steel is a very well-known iron-carbon alloy that might contain other elements such as manganese,
silicon or copper. The mechanical properties of steels depend on the percentage of the carbon,
which is usually lower than 1 %. Steels are divided into three main groups: low-, medium- and highcarbon steels, depending on the carbon concentration. The higher the carbon concentration is, the
higher the strength. For the BIW components high strength steel is used, while exterior body panels
are constructed in low- (0.05-0.3 % carbon content) or medium-carbon (0.25-0.5 % carbon content)
steels. Table 2.2 shows properties for medium-carbon steels (SteelConstruction 2013).
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Table 2.2: Properties of steel
Property

Steel

Young’s modulus [GPa]

210

Poisson’s ratio

0.3

CTE [10-6/ ⁰C]

12

2.2.3 Aluminium alloys
Aluminium alloys are alloys where the predominant aluminium contains alloying elements like
copper, magnesium, tin or zinc. Aluminium alloys are separated into two groups: cast and wrought
aluminium. Most of them belong to the second group. One of the most used ones is the aluminium
and silicon alloy, which is applied in engineering structures where lightweight design is required.
Table 2.3 shows properties for the 6111 aluminium alloy (AZO materials 2013).
Table 2.3: Properties of aluminium
Property

Aluminium

Young’s modulus [GPa]

72.4

Poisson’s ratio

0.33

CTE [10-6/ ⁰C]

22.8

2.2.4 Magnesium alloys
Magnesium alloy components are 33 % lighter than aluminium and 75 % lighter than steel
components. Their machinability is also better (50 % more machineable and using 50 % less power).
In the automotive industry, the most used magnesium alloy is AZ91D (Cole & Sherman 1995).Table
2.4 shows properties for the AZ91D magnesium alloy (Callister & Rethwisch 2007).
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Table 2.4: Properties of magnesium
Property

Magnesium

Young’s modulus [GPa]

45

Poisson’s ratio

0.35

CTE [10-6/ ⁰C]

26

2.2.5. Adhesive
An adhesive is a liquid or paste material that joins two materials together and constructs a strong
bond. They are commonly used in different industries because they effectively bond different
materials. The adhesive joins solid materials that are called adherents once they are bonded. Before
bonding, they are called substrates. The contact boundary between adhesive and adherent is called
interface. Most liquid adhesives can also be used as sealants. Bruce and Holmqvist (2013) state that
polymeric adhesives are adequate to bond materials with different CTE due to their flexibility. They
are also appropriate for thin plates. Adhesives can belong to three main groups: epoxies, urethanes
and acrylics.
One of the most common adhesives is epoxy. Therefore, it is used as a reference for the preliminary
properties. Tg should be relatively higher than the working temperature so that similar properties can
be used. Above Tg, the stiffness drops significantly and the CTE increases (Ahmed et al. 2012). Epoxy
adhesives, however, do not melt when they are exposed to temperatures above the Tg. The adhesive
maintains its shape and adhesiveness but becomes softer (Technology 2012). The epoxy adhesives
with a high or very high glass transition temperature, which varies from 100 ⁰C up to 200 ⁰C, have an
average Young’s modulus, E, of 6 GPa (Epoxy & Solutions 2012). The shear elastic modulus, G, follows
an isotropic relation and can be calculated using Eq. 2.1 up to a strain of 0.5 % (Odom & Adams
1992). Above this strain, the stress-strain relation is no longer linear and Hooke’s law is not
applicable.

G

E
2 1   

(2.1)

The best materials for overcoming thermal stresses usually have a lower modulus of elasticity. This
allows the adhesive to absorb stresses that are caused because of a change in the temperature.
The typical CTE for epoxy adhesives is around 55·10-6/ ⁰C. The CTE of the adhesive should be similar
to the substrates in order to minimise the thermal distortion. Poisson’s ratio is approximately 0.3 to
0.35. For modelling purposes, 0.3 is mostly used (Epoxy & Solutions 2012). In order to define a range
of properties to be used in the analysis, properties of polyurethane (PU) and acrylic double
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performance (ADP) adhesives are also used (Castro 2005). Table 2.5 shows reference linear
properties of the adhesives.
Table 2.5: Properties of epoxy adhesives
Property

Epoxy adhesive

PU adhesive

ADP adhesive

Young’s modulus [MPa]

4563

586

101

Shear modulus [MPa]

2300

355

33

Poisson’s ratio

0.3

0.42

0.4

CTE [10-6/ ⁰C]

55

150

n.d.1

2.2.6. Adhesive tape
Adhesive tape bonding is also analysed in the same models. Adhesive tapes provide a simply and fast
bonding and it is ideal for both exterior and interior bonding applications. Tape is often used to
replace liquid adhesive and other fasteners. 3M™ VHB™ series tapes are used for this analysis. As
references, 4611, 4622 and 4945 families are selected. The 4611 Family is typically used on metal
substrates and has a high temperature resistance with a range from -35 ⁰C to 110 ⁰C, which is wider
than the vehicle working temperature. Both 4945 and 4622 families are multi-purpose. These tapes
have a thickness of 1.1 mm and are dark grey or white (3M 2014). Table 2.6 shows properties for the
selected tapes.

1

n.d. stands for no data.
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Table 2.6: Properties of the 3M™ VHB™ adhesive tapes
Property

3M™ VHB™ 4611F

3M™ VHB™ 4622F

3M™ VHB™ 4945F

Young’s modulus [kPa]

620

480

970

Shear modulus [kPa]

45.5

30.3

45.5

Poisson’s ratio

0.49

0.49

0.49

CTE [10-6/ ⁰C]

180

180

180

2.3 Model
This chapter shows the modelling process in ABAQUS, including loads, boundary conditions and
mesh.

2.3.1 Part geometry and material properties
From the hybrid adhesive bonding that was analysed for the Lamborghini Murcièlago by Feraboli and
Masini (2004), certain parameters can be obtained to construct the model. The constructed CFRP
panel thickness average is 1.4 millimetres, which is used for the current model. Based on the
thickness of a certain amount of magnesium and steel roof panels designed by Kiani et al. (2014), the
thicknesses of 0.702 millimetres for steel and 1.711 millimetres for magnesium are chosen. Zhou et
al. (2015) stated that the sheet thickness of aluminium body panels varies from 0.8 to 1.25
millimetres. Therefore, an average value of 1 millimetre is chosen. Usual thickness for modelling
adhesive is 0.3 mm. As previously stated, the thickness of the adhesive tape is 1.1 mm.
Six models are created, which correspond to three bondings: CFRP to steel, CFRP to aluminium and
CFRP to magnesium using adhesive and adhesive tape. The process to be followed is the same for all
six models.
In the Part module, three flat parts with square cross-section are created, with the dimensions of
150x150 mm2 and the given thickness for each material (CFRP, adhesive and metal, depending on the
model). The parts should be big enough so that the free edges do not affect to the results of the
curvature. The free edges might affect the interface between two dissimilar materials and create a
singular stresses at the edges, which affect the curvature continuity.
Once the parts are constructed, shell models are created on the top surface of the CFRP and bottom
surface of the metals. The rest of the faces of the solid parts are removed.
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In the Property module, sections are created for each part. The metallic parts and the CFRP part are
assigned a shell homogeneous section of defined material, where the thickness is introduced. It is
important to be sure that the normal direction of the shell is correctly placed. For the adhesive part,
a cohesive section of traction-separation response is assigned. Therefore, in the material data input,
a traction-type elastic material is selected for the adhesive, where Young´s modulus and Shear
modulus are introduced, as well as the CTE.
Table 2.7 shows these values for thicknesses of the sheets as well as a compilation of the previously
presented thermal and mechanical properties of the metallic materials. This data is introduced in the
isotropic material data input, which is part of the property module.
Table 2.7: Material properties of the metals (reference temperature is 0 ⁰C)
Material

Young’s modulus [GPa]

Poisson’s ratio

CTE [10-6/ ⁰C]

Thickness [mm]

Steel

210

0.3

12

0.702

Aluminium

68.9

0.33

23.6

1

Magnesium

45

0.35

26

1.711

The elastic material data for the composite is introduced as engineering constants, where the
properties are introduced for each direction of the material. Expansion data is introduced as
orthotropic, and the in-plane CTE is set to 4∙10-6 [1/⁰C]. It is important to define the material
orientation based on the coordinate system from the references.

2.3.2 Assembly, constraints and loads
Once the parts are created, they are introduced as instances in the assembly module. The instances
are placed in the appropriate position for the analysis, where the CFRP shell is on the bottom,
followed by the adhesive part and the metal shell on the top. It is important to mark that the shells
correspond to the closest faces to the adhesive.
In the interaction module, tie constraints are defined for the interfaces between the adhesive and
the bonded parts. Tie constraints tie two surfaces so that there is no relative motion between them
even in the case where the meshes are not similar.
Then, a general static step is created in the step module. If the analysis has convergence problems, it
is possible to modify the interactions in the step. It is also possible to request field output in selected
nodes for the post-processing of the results.
After the step is created, boundary conditions and predefined fields are defined in the load module.
In order to avoid rigid-body translations and rotations, totally fixed boundary conditions are set in
the central node of the upper shell, which corresponds to the metal plate. This boundary condition
allows getting results only for displacements created due to the applied load but does not affect the
stress distribution.
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In the same module, predefined fields are created: 0 ⁰C for the initial step and 1 ⁰C for the first step.
Since the analysis is linear, it is enough to simulate one degree of increase in the temperature, since
the results will increase linearly if a higher temperature variation is applied.
The last step in the model preparation is the mesh module. An approximate nodal distance of 5 mm
is set for all the parts. The shell models are assigned the S4R element type, which correspond to a 4node doubly curved shell element with reduced integration. The reduced integration saves
computational cost and can be used since the results are highly similar to non-reduced integration
elements. The adhesive is meshed using COH3D8 cohesive elements, which correspond to an 8-node
three-dimensional cohesive element. All the element controls are set as default.

2.4 Simulation process
This chapter contains the process of analysing the constructed model.

2.4.1. Parameters of the simulations
First of all, the range of properties to be analysed needs to be selected. For that, a linear
approximation of the reference properties for adhesive and tape is performed. The adhesive is
analysed in a range for the Young´s modulus from 1 MPa to 9GPa and the tape is analysed from 1 to
1200 KPa. Tables which contain the parameters for each analysis can be seen in the tables in
APPENDIX 2 – Stiffness parameters (Table A2.1 and Table A2.1).
Different simulations are created and submitted for each model, where the properties of the
adhesive are changed for each job.

2.4.2 Evaluation and post-processing
Once the analyses are completed, post-processing is carried out. A path of nodes is selected, which
correspond to the maximum curvature area. This path is found after the initial results are processed.
The maximum curvature of the assembly and therefore the row of nodes where it is measured
appears to be on the metallic substrate. Nodes of the centre of the part are selected and the
direction is in the x coordinate (see Figure 2.3).

y

z

x

Figure 2.3: Path of nodes selected for the post-processing of the results
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On the selected path, the vertical displacement field output variable (U2 in ABAQUS) is measured at
each node, creating an XY data file. Then, a double differentiate is made on the created XY data. The
derivatives of the normal displacement of the plate correspond to the curvature (see Eq. 2.2, where
 stands for normal displacement). When these two expressions are plotted, the curvature and
vertical displacement of the nodes are shown along the selected path, as it can be seen in Figure 2.4.



 2
 x2

 1 
 mm 

(2.2)

Figure 2.4: Normal displacement [mm] and curvature [1/mm] along the selected path
The values for the curvature corresponding to the central part of the graph are obtained in order to
collect curvature data for each increment in the stiffness parameter. The negative curvature shows
that the defect on the metallic plate is concave on the face that is located away from the bonding.
The effect of the free edges can be seen in the values that are closest to the edges, where the
curvature is not continuous. The effect of the free edges is smaller for stiffer adhesives.
The expected outcome is a set of graphs which show the curvature per degree that is created for
each stiffness increment of the adhesive for each combination, which can be seen in Chapter 3.
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3. Results
After the curvature of each job is measured, it is possible to get several graphs that show how the
curvature per degree Celsius changes when the stiffness of the adhesive increases. These graphs are
shown and explained in the following subchapters.

3.1. Adhesives
This subchapter shows the results obtained in the case where the liquid or paste adhesive is used.

3.1.1. Typical constructed body panel thickness
The results carried out for the previously mentioned typical constructed body panel thicknesses show
that the aluminium and magnesium follow the expected results based on the literature review.
Several references presented in the background mention that the curvature and therefore BLRT
defect is bigger when the adhesive becomes stiffer. This can be seen in the following graphs (Figure
3.1), where the curvature of the magnesium is the smallest.

Magnesium

1,55E-05
1,50E-05
1,45E-05
1,40E-05
1,35E-05
1,30E-05
1,25E-05
1,20E-05

Curvature [1/mm⁰C]

Curvature [1/mm⁰C]

Aluminium

0

0,02

0,04

0,06

0,08

9,70E-06
9,20E-06
8,70E-06
8,20E-06
7,70E-06
7,20E-06
0

0,02

Eadh/(ECFRP+EAl)

0,04

0,06

0,08

0,1

Eadh/(ECFRP+EMg)

Figure 3.1: Results for aluminium and magnesium bonded with adhesive
The polynomial tendency line equations (Eq. 3.1 and 3.2) are obtained for these two graphs, with a
minimum coefficient of determination (also known as R-squared or R2) of 0.999.
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Using these two equations, it is possible to calculate the approximate curvature per degree Celsius
produced by the bonding of a 1.4 mm thick CFRP plate to a 1 mm thick aluminium plate and a 1.722
mm thick magnesium plate, respectively. Simplified versions of these equations can be found in
APPENDIX 3 – Summary of the results.
However, the results for steel do not show an expected pattern, since the curvature decreases when
the stiffness of the adhesive increases, as it can be seen in Figure 3.2.
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Curvature [1/mm⁰C]

Steel
6,00E-06
5,50E-06
5,00E-06
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0

0,01
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0,03

0,04

Eadh/(ECFRP+ESt)
Figure 3.2: Results for steel bonded with adhesive
Based on the literature review, it is decided to run a new set of simulations by varying the thickness
of the metal plates since, according to Fernholz et al. and Fuchs (2010), the thickness of the
substrates has a big effect and thicker substrates are recommended. Therefore, simulations are run
for same substrate thickness in the three metals. A thickness of 1 mm is chosen for these simulations
since the thickness of the steel needed to be increased.

3.1.2. Substrates of same thickness (1 mm)
The results for same-thickness substrates show that the steel suffers a change in its behaviour and
shows expected results. However, it still shows inconsistency with the references, which state that an
increased thickness derives into smaller defects. Comparing the results for thin and thicker steel
plates in the following Figure 3.3, it is possible to see that the curvature is bigger when the thickness
increases.

Figure 3.3: Results for steel plates of different thickness bonded with adhesive
On the other hand, results for magnesium show consistency with the references. In this case, where
the thickness of the magnesium plate is decreased, the curvature obtained is bigger (order of 10-5
compared to the previous 10-6). The following Figure 3.4 shows the results for the three materials
with the same substrate thickness.
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Curvature [1/mm⁰C]
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Figure 3.4: Results for same substrate thickness bonded with adhesive
In the figure, it is possible to see that the aluminium suffers the smallest surface distortion when all
of the substrates have the same thickness. The tendency line equation for the 1 mm thick
magnesium, with R2=0.996, can be seen in Eq. 3.3.
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3.2. Tapes
This subchapter shows the results obtained in the case where tape adhesive is used.

3.2.1. Typical constructed body panel thickness
The following Figure 3.5 shows the results obtained for the bonding by tape of the typical
constructed body panel thickness substrates.

Curvature [1/mm⁰C]

3,500E-06
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Magnesium

1,000E-06
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5,000E-07
0,000E+00
0

500

1000

1500

Eadh [kPa]
Figure 3.5: Results for three substrates of different thickness bonded with tape
The graph shows consistent results, where the curvature increases when the adhesive is stiffer.
Tendency line equations can be seen in the equations (Eq. 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6), where R2=1 in all cases.
Stiffness data is introduced in MPa.
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3.2.2. Substrates of same thickness (1 mm)

Curvature [1/mm⁰C]

As it can be seen in the previous chapter, the analysis is also carried out for same substrate thickness
in order to check the consistency of the results with the literature review. Figure 3.6 is obtained from
this analysis.
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Figure 3.6: Results for same substrate thickness bonded with tape
In the figure, it is possible to see that the steel, since the thickness is increased, shows better results
and magnesium, which thickness is decreased, shows worse results. These results are consistent with
the references.
In this case, the tendency line equations for magnesium and steel are the following (Eq. 3.7 and 3.8),
where the stiffness is also measured in MPa.
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A summary of these results can be seen in APPENDIX 3 – Summary of the results.

(3.7)

(3.8)
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4. Discussion
For typical constructed body panel thicknesses, the results, as previously stated, show that steel has
an unexpected behaviour. This might be a sign that the thickness of the steel plate is too small and it
is not able to overtake the expansion of the adhesive. Equation (4.1) shows the normal force per unit
length due to the thermal expansion.

 N 
F  E T t 
 mm 

(4.1)

The different expansion of bonded layers derives into stresses that such a thin steel plate might not
be able to overtake. However, this is an interesting fact since the adhesive is considerably soft and
therefore the forces are not so big. In the case of the adhesive tape, the steel part is able to
overcome the force, since the adhesive tape is much softer than the liquid adhesive, even though it is
thicker.
The assumptions of the average Coefficient of Thermal Expansion of the selected reference
adhesives might also have an effect, especially in the minimum bonding thickness, since the force
that the parts must overcome would be bigger.
Another restriction of the project might be the lack of in-plane stresses or strains in the cohesive
element zone. This might affect the results.
Magnesium, on the other hand, shows the best results, since it is the thickest and softest substrate.
However, when the thickness decreases it is easy to see that the defect on the magnesium plate
surface increases, which, as previously stated, is consistent with the literature review. For substrates
with the same thickness, it can be seen that aluminium shows better and more stable results. The
effect of the free edge is smaller when the adhesive is stiffer. However, it does not affect the
curvature in the measurement points.
Tape adhesives produce very small curvatures for all three metallic substrates in comparison with
regular adhesives. This is a result of the combination of a very soft but thick adhesive layer that
bonds both substrates.
From the results, it is easy to see that the thickness of the substrates has a big effect on the bonding
defects. The information obtained from the literature can be validated with the following momentcurvature constitutive equation (Eq. 4.2), obtained from the Kirchhoff plate field equations
(University of Colorado 2013). This equation is valid for linear elastic and homogeneous material
plates with a constant thickness that obey Hooke’s law.



1





12M
Eh3

(4.2)

In the equation, it can be seen that the influence of the stiffness of the plate, which is linear, is not as
big as the influence of the thickness, which is cubic.
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4.1. Technology, Society and Environment assessment
The contribution of this project to the Technology, Society and Environment (TSE) is focused on
environmental terms. However, since these terms are connected, a contribution to one of them has
its resultant impact on the rest.
In terms of technology, it can be said that this project contributes to a better understanding of the
bonding in the automotive industry and helps the adhesive selection process.
As previously stated, lightweight design is one of the main focuses of the automotive industry in
terms of environment. This allows a decrease in the fuel consumption as well as a material reduction.
Also, implementation of new materials and development of manufacturing processes may derive into
a lower manufacturing cost and pollution. Therefore, not only lighter and more efficiently designed
vehicles have an impact on the environment and carbon footprint but the manufacturing process has
also effects.
The change from mechanical fasteners to adhesives also helps to decrease the weight of the vehicle,
although it might be more energy consuming due to high curing temperatures of some of the
adhesives.
It is very important to mention that, although the cured epoxy is not very hazardous, liquid and
partially-liquid epoxies and adhesives in general introduce various health risks. Evaporation of liquid
epoxy creates fumes that might include hazardous components. If inhaled, these components can
affect the respiratory system: the nose, throat and lungs. Most symptoms involve inflammation and
irritation of these. In the worst cases, it can even produce asthma and allergy (also known as
Sensitization). Due to this, an epoxy manufacturer should never inhale fumes and dust derived from
epoxy, especially because the allergy may start at any point, regardless of how long one has been
exposed to epoxy and there is no cure exists for it. Adhesive Handlers and Users of Plastics and Epoxy
Resins, among many others, belong to the High-Risk Occupations for Occupational Asthma. Other
common reactions for the users of adhesives are dermatitis or skin inflammation and allergic
dermatitis in the worst cases (Sentryair 2010; Westsystem).
On the other hand, the fact that BMW developed a method to separate carbon fibres from the
matrix is really remarkable since these can be reused to create new parts. This technology helps to
decrease the material quantity. Also, the plant that they use to produce and recycle CFRP exclusively
uses hydraulic energy due to its unique location, which ensures the possibility of the use of
renewable energy sources for big manufacturing plants.
Economically speaking, material reduction is a very important factor, as well as fuel consumption,
since more kilometres can be made with the same amount of fuel. However, it is very important to
find a balance between material and weight reduction and manufacturing costs. BMW was able to
develop a whole module produced in CFRP cost-efficiently, but this is still an issue for most of the
manufacturers since manufacturing of composite materials is expensive.
All these developments in technology help the society to improve and assure a sustainable
development for the well-being of future generations.
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5. Conclusions
Once the results have been discussed, it is possible to reach some conclusions. The aim of the project
was achieved and the results from this project give the automotive industry a possibility of having
the reference values for the curvature produced by certain adhesives. The equations presented in
the Chapter 3. Results may be used to calculate the curvature of a substrate of defined properties
and thickness for a specific adhesive or tape. Therefore, the information provided throughout the
report may guide in the adhesive selection or defect calculation. For an easier search, APPENDIX 3 –
Summary of the results includes these equations as well as the material properties and thickness. It is
very important to mention that these analyses have been carried out for bonding of these substrates
to a 1.4 mm thick carbon fibre and epoxy composite and are not applicable to other materials or
thicknesses.
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6. Future work
Further work may be required in order to ensure a proper guidance in the adhesive selection
process.
On the one hand, further research on minimum substrate thickness would be interesting, since the
bonded parts should always assure stability to the assembly and should be able to overcome the
stresses produced by the thermal expansion in the bonded layers.
On the other hand, further investigations may provide numerical values on admissible and not
admissible defects on the body panel surfaces for the automotive industry. The development of a
proper metric system would also be interesting since the subjective part of the inspection might have
some bad economic effects: some parts might have been sent back to the manufacturing plant when
it was not needed or parts with defects might have passed the inspection.
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APPENDIX 1 – Time plan
For the planning, some steps were defined: idea generation, literature review and analysis. Each step
gathered activities that should be carried out in order to move forward.
Step
Idea

Lit.

Analysis

Activity
Project description and obj.
Material
Planning
State of the art
Literature search
Method
Models
Analysis
Results
Final product

Input
Client
Client
Client + supervisor
Idea + client
Info from client
Client + supervisor
Lit. research
Method + model
Analysis
Valid results

Output
Info for planning
Info for literature research
What is needed to be done and when
Previous investigations on the topic
Properties of the materials, structures, product…
How it is done: simulations, analysis….
CAD model with geometry, material properties…
Results of the analysis
End of analysis if valid
Properties of the adhesives

Methodology
Meeting with the client
Meeting with the client
Client + supervisor
Journals, books, internet…
Journals, books, internet…
Client + supervisor
ABAQUS
ABAQUS

shows the steps and their activities as well as input and output for each activity and the
methodology to be used.
Table A1.1: Steps and activity planning
Step
Idea

Lit.

Analysis

Activity
Project description and obj.
Material
Planning
State of the art
Literature search
Method
Models
Analysis
Results
Final product

Input
Client
Client
Client + supervisor
Idea + client
Info from client
Client + supervisor
Lit. research
Method + model
Analysis
Valid results

Output
Info for planning
Info for literature research
What is needed to be done and when
Previous investigations on the topic
Properties of the materials, structures, product…
How it is done: simulations, analysis….
CAD model with geometry, material properties…
Results of the analysis
End of analysis if valid
Properties of the adhesives

Methodology
Meeting with the client
Meeting with the client
Client + supervisor
Journals, books, internet…
Journals, books, internet…
Client + supervisor
ABAQUS
ABAQUS

A Gantt diagram that collected these steps as well as different milestones and peer reviews was
created. The report should have been written during the project. The following tables show the initial
Gantt diagram. Each step ends in a milestone which corresponds to different presentations.
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Table A1.2: Initial Gantt diagram

Activities
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Start Date

Project description
Idea and objectives
Planning
Presentation 1: Specification and time plan
State of the art
Literature search
Peer Review 1
Method
Presentation 2: Introduction and literature review
Model
Analysis
Final result and discussion
Peer Review 2
Presentation 3: Complete project
Report
Report to supervisor
Supervisor reviews report
Correction of report
Submission of report to examiner
Examiners report review

20/01/2016
20/01/2016
20/01/2016
29/01/2016
29/01/2016
29/02/2016
22/02/2016
28/03/2016
04/04/2016
25/04/2016
09/05/2016
26/05/2016
30/05/2016
07/06/2016

Resources

End Date

28/01/2016 Client
28/01/2016 Client + sup.
28/01/2016 Lecture
Sup. + Exam.
26/02/2016 Journals, books…
15/03/2016 Journals, books…
04/03/2016 Partner
15/03/2016 Lit.res. + sup.
Sup. + Exam.
04/04/2016 ABAQUS
22/04/2016 ABAQUS
06/05/2016 ABAQUS
13/05/2016 Partner
Sup. + Exam.
27/05/2016 Supervisor
Supervisor
03/06/2016 Supervisor
10/06/2016 Supervisor
Examiner
Examiner

Table A1.3: Initial Gantt diagram (cont.)

Act
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

3

4

5

6

7

Week
8

9

10

11

Jan 29

Mar 16

12
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Table A1.4: Initial Gantt diagram (cont.)
Act

13

14

15

16

17

Week
18
19

20

21

22

23

24

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

May 19
May 27

Jun 13
Jun 17
The original planning suffered several changes, mainly because the analysis part took longer than
expected. Therefore, the final results and discussion activities were moved forward in the planning.
However, the writing of the report was properly taken care of and was developed at the same time
as the rest of the steps, making the final steps easier. The deadlines were mainly reached
accordingly, but some of the sections were not completely finished by the time of the deadline.
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APPENDIX 2 – Stiffness parameters
Table A2.1 shows the range of parameters for the adhesive. A different job was created and run for
each increment on the table.
Table A2.1: Properties of the adhesive
Adhesive
E [GPa] G [GPa]
1
0.56
10
5.56
25
13.89
50
27.78
75
41.67
100
55.56
200
111.11
300
166.67
400
222.22
500
277.78
600
333.33
700
388.89
800
444.44
900
500.00
1000
555.56
2000
1111.11
3000
1666.67
4000
2222.22
5000
2777.78
6000
3333.33
7000
3888.89
8000
4444.44
9000
5000.00
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Table A2.12 shows the range of parameters for the tape. As well as the adhesive, different jobs were
created and run for each increment on the table.
Table A2.2: Properties of the tape
Tape
E [kPa]
G [kPa]
1
0.07
10
0.71
25
1.79
50
3.57
75
5.36
100
7.14
200
14.29
300
21.43
400
28.57
500
35.71
600
42.86
700
50.00
800
57.14
900
64.29
1000
71.43
1100
78.57
1200
85.71
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APPENDIX 3 – Summary of the results

Table A3.1: Curvature equations for adhesive bonding
Adherent: liquid or paste adhesives 2,3  t  0.3  mm ,   55 106 C 


Material

Young’s
modulus [GPa]

Poisson’s
ratio

CTE [10-6/ ⁰C]

Thickness
[mm]

Aluminium

68.9

0.33

23.6

1

 Al  3.9 1019  Eadh   6.2 1015  Eadh   1.57 1010  Eadh   1.43 105

1.711

 Mg  3.65 1019  Eadh   9.411015  Eadh   1.94 1010  Eadh   8.76 106

Magnesium

45

0.35

26
1

2
3

Equations for the curvature per degree [1/mm ⁰C]
3

2

3

2

 Mg  3.76 1015  Eadh   7.7 1011  Eadh   1.88 105

Only applicable to the bonding of these substrates to 1.4 mm thick carbon fibre and epoxy composite panels.
Eadh introduced in MPa.

2
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Table A3.2: Curvature equations for tape bonding
Adherent: adhesive tapes 2,3  t  1.1  mm ,   180 106 C 


Material

Young’s
modulus [GPa]

Poisson’s
ratio

CTE [10-6/ ⁰C]

Thickness
[mm]
0.702

Steel

Aluminium

210

68.9

0.3

0.33

12

23.6

45

0.35

St  2.6 108  Eadh   2.03 107  Eadh   1.04 106  Eadh   7 1011
3

2

1

St  4.42 108  Eadh   4.07 107  Eadh   3 109

1

 Al  9.76 108  Eadh   7.38 107  Eadh   3.11106  Eadh   4 1010

1.711
Magnesium

Equations for the curvature per degree [1/mm ⁰C]

26
1

2

3

2

 Mg  3.65 108  Eadh   2.56 107  Eadh   1.43 106  Eadh   8 1011
3

2

 Mg  1.01106  Eadh   4.98 106  Eadh   4 108
2

